
The Dubai Mall  

Project brief 

The Dubai Mall Fashion Avenue is a 275,000 square meter expansion of already the worlds 
largest mall. 

The Fashion Avenue expansion added a retail inventory of an additional 190 plus new high-end 
outlets including a 5,000 sqm flagship perfumery store and some of the most renowned 
international brand names such as Gucci, Prada, Rolex, Bottega Veneta, Dolce & Gabbana and 
Hermes, which all occupy an anchor store in the main entrance of the mall. 

CD+M acted as the lighting consultants for this project over a five year period heading up the 
lighting design of all the interior public spaces, facade and landscape lighting. 

 

Project challenges  

By far our most substantial challenge was the lighting of mall the concourses - the building 
interiors are effectively a massive, deep canyon filled with luxury brands covered with a glass 
roof with limited locations to place equipment. This required a blended approach of engineering 
(lux level calculations) with providing elegant dappled light to the floors to create a rich and 
luxurious ambiance. 

CD+M set the maintained design lux level criteria at 450 lux average with a medium contrast 
ratio providing a dappled effect to the white Italian marble. Too uniform and the space would 
feel cheap and too much contrast the mall would feel too "clubby". Finding this balance was the 
key to achieving high lux levels with a high end luxury appearance and that required extensive 
calculation work. In addition, we were also very aware that that we'd be gaining a substantial 
"bounce" of light off the white floors and back up into the spaces and that this would help us 
substantially in generating ambient light - but this cannot be calculated accurately in terms of the 
quality of that light. 

The roof is a solid glass structure with views to the Burj Khalifa but with very limited locations 
from which to attach equipment. At the upper floors we specified (most likely our last major 
metal halide project) ERCO 150 watt 3K CMH lamps with visors grouped into clusters of five 
projectors. Focus and aim of these projectors was extremely time consuming with the height 
and accessibility issues. 

The exterior facades were meant to "play" the the existing facades of the Dubai mall with an 
updated look. We chose 4K linear LED to pipe the balcony tips with clusters of 3K 25 degree 
dimmable downlights on the under canopy of the balconies to provide not only functional light 
for the restaurant diner but visually appealing clusters of sparkle on the facades from the ground 
level vies to the building. 

 

 



Why Win? 

Great lighting schemes are always varying blends of technical expertise and creative or artistic 
flair. Some projects (such as a bar or restaurant) require more creative energy whereas some 
projects are more prescriptive in nature following design guidelines and lux level criteria. 

The sheer size of this project would have led many designs towards a warehouse approach 
without much elegance. We believe the mall looks five star, it is truly elegant for such a large 
space. Our unique approach of lighting the space very technically through heavy calculation 
work combined with knowing how to create a rich and luxurious ambiance at high lux levels was 
the key to our success. 


